
Up& In Fantasy Baseball Rules (Updated 3/22/2005)

These rules differ from those posted on the web site.  These rules are your most accurate guideline.  The
overview section is a flyby, the “Constitution” section gets into more details.

Overview:

Player Pool: (All MLB teams)

Positions: C, 1B, 2B, 3B, SS, OF, U and P.

Eligibility: Players are eligible for the position for which they played the MOST games during the previous season, for the
first split (half) of the season. The only exceptions are those players VOTED on by the owners to be effectively switching
positions, prior to the start of the draft.  In all cases, after the first split, players are eligible for the position for which they
played the most games in the first split. Games at DH are not counted.   A player who has only played games as DH is an
outfielder.  See constitution for more details.

Transactions:

•
Lineups are set once for the start of each period.
Deadline is 10am Monday. (Email me, if you have a problem)

• Owners may set lineups and change players' positions.
• Only players who are on the disabled list may be placed into Injured status.
• Owners may NOT make trades post season.

•
Add/drops must be approved by the commissioner. (Commish will wait 24 hours to make a free agent
pickup, as long as he DID NOT drop the player in question)

• Trades must be approved by the commissioner.
• No trades can be made after the trade deadline of the start of the 9th game of the second split.
• No transactions can be made during a team’s offseason.

Schedule: Weekly scoring periods, starting on Mondays.
Playoffs start in Period 23 and last for 4 Periods.
Schedule is split into two season halves of 11 games each.  The teams who win each split in a division go head to head
for a two week cumulative playoff.  See constitution for details.

 Fees:
Add Fee: $1
Trade Flat Fee: $1
($1 indicates a chargeable transaction, not a monetary fee.  Each owner is only allowed 9
chargeable transactions per split, including playoffs.  There are free periods.  See constitution.)

Scoring: Head-to-Head, Points Based System.
Ties go to the team with better bench scoring.
Scoring based on total stats each period.

Scoring for Batting Categories (Pitchers not eligible)
1B - Singles 1 point
2B - Doubles 2 points
3B - Triples 3 points
HR - Home Runs 4 points
RBI - Runs Batted In 1 point

SB - Stolen Bases (Pitchers not eligible) 2 points

Scoring for Pitching Categories (Batters not eligible)
BBI - Walks Issued (Pitchers) -1 point
ER - Earned Runs -2 points
INN - Innings 2 points
K - Strikeouts (Pitcher) 1 point
L - Losses -5 points
W - Wins 5 points



LEAGUE CONSTITUTION

MODIFICATION OF RULES: Rules that directly affect the scoring system must be voted on during the off season. Rules
that do not directly effect the scoring system can be changed with a midseason meeting or vote, provided that the change
does not directly effect the first split playoff placement. Rules changes in either case need a 70% acceptance rate to
supersede the current applicable rule. Likewise, disagreement by more than 30% of the owners with the proposed rule
change constitutes failure of the proposed change, at that time. Proposals may be reworked or just readdressed by the
owners at a later date. Until a rule is changed by a proposal, the current ruling will stand until it is voted down by 70% of
the owners. It is the owners responsibility to respond to a request to change the rules. Votes will be counted only for
responding owners. Two weeks will be allowed for owners response.

SCORING: Scoring is broken into two broad categories, everyday players (batters) and starting pitchers. Scoring is
accumulated during the course of a week, with the stats being totalled according to the true statistics of the player. The
accumulated score for your team for the week is pitted against the score of your opponent for that week. The team with
the greater score for the week is the winner of that game. A game, therefore, constitutes a week of real time. (see
SCHEDULES)

In the case of a tie the scoring for the reserves will be used as the first tiebreaker. If the score is tied after the totals for the
reserves are calculated, the score for the single highest scoring player on each team will be used as the second
tiebreaker. If there is need for further tiebreakers the next highest scoring player for each team will be used until there is a
winner.

All stats are via our Sportsline Fantasy Baseball, and are the final word on any dispute.

BATTERS: Everyday players score points based on accumulated batting totals according to the following format: Any
base hit = 1pt, Double = 2pts, Triple = 3pts, Home Run = 4pts, RBI = 1pt, SB = 2pts.

PITCHERS: Pitchers accumulate points based upon the following categories. Note the possibility for negative totals: IP =
2 pts, SO = 1 pts, BB = -1 pts, ER = -2 pts, W=5pts, L= -5pts.

PLAYERS: Teams will start one player at each everyday position per week, and may start one player from any position to
accumulate stats as the DH (Utility). Note that using a DH may disallow an "injury" replacement for the week, if you elect
to use a player other than outfielder at the DH spot. Four pitchers will be started.

PLAYER ELIGIBILITY: A player is eligible to play the position that the player played the most games at during the
previous season for the first half of the next season. This total is official via Sportsline Fantasy Baseball.

If a player plays more games at a different position during the first half of a current season, he must switch positions at the
mid-season split. The owner must make the necessary roster moves to keep the player at that time. Total games are
official via Sportsline Fantasy Baseball. Players that played the majority of their games as a "true" DH are eligible to play
the "field" position they played most, and if they only played DH, they are eligible only as an outfielder.

Players with no MLB history prior to the current year are eligible for the position they have played most games at when
they are picked up as a Free Agent. They remain at that position until the end of the current split. If a player has no MLB
history when they are picked up as a Free Agent, they are eligible for the position indicated by Sportsline Fantasy
Baseball. If there is more than one position listed, the owner must choose one of the qualifying positions. That player will
remain in that position until the end of the current split.

Prior to the draft, all players that are scheduled to switch positions (per their MLB club) will be broadcast (via email) to the
owners. Unless there is a 30% disagreement on the appropriate position from owners, that position will stick until the end
of the first split.

PLAYER ROSTERS: Owners may legally keep 2 players for each position with 2 exceptions. Owners may keep 6
pitchers, and 6 outfielders. Owners start 1 eligible player per position, with any one player as DH, plus 4 pitchers, per
week.

FRANCHISE PLAYERS: Prior to the following years draft, each team must select players to keep as franchise players
until the next season. No player may be franchised for 2 years in a row, however, by ANY team. That means that if a
player was franchised LAST year, he will not be eligible to be franchised again THIS year. Once he is selected in the
regular draft, he may be franchised, once again.



Owners may franchise up to 6 players. Franchise players must be officially declared by each team no later than 7 days
prior to the draft. If a team does not franchise players, the owner will need to make up the difference on his roster in the
usual manner, via free agency when the league is fully online for that year.

SCHEDULES: The season is divided into two "split" seasons. Each "split" is 11 games. Each game lasts one week of real
time, except the playoffs which last 2 weeks. (see SCORING, PLAYOFFS ) The league is divided into 2 equally filled
divisions. The divisions are decided by random drawing at the draft. The winner of the first "split" plays the winner of the
second "split" in the same division to decide the division winner. If the same team wins both "splits" outright, with no
tiebreakers, that team automatically goes to the World Series. If a team wins both "splits", and one or more "split" is won
by a tiebreaker, the team that lost via a tie breaker will play in the division championship. If by chance 2 different teams
lose via tiebreaker, the team with the best record for the entire season (both splits) will play in the division championship,
with the next order of tiebreakers applicable if necessary. (see Playoffs) The division winners play each other for the
Fantasy Baseball World Series.

PLAYOFFS: Winners for a "split" are determined by won-lost record. If two teams are tied at the end of a split, the winner
for the split is determined by tiebreaker. The tiebreakers, in order, are as follows:

1) Total wins against division opponents
2)Point per game totals for the current split

If a tiebreaker is enacted, under certain circumstances, the team that lost may still be eligible for the playoffs

PLAYOFF SCHEDULES: Playoff games last 2 weeks, and the playoff teams can field a different lineup for each week.
Scoring for the 2 weeks is cumulative, however. The trade deadline is week 9 of each split, and it lasts until the end of the
split. There is no trading allowed during the playoffs.

TRANSACTIONS: Owners may make 9 roster moves, or transactions, during a split. (See SCHEDULE.) Players not
currently on another roster are considered free agents, and may be picked up by an owner, at the cost of one transaction.
A player must be dropped to accomodate the player, unless there is already a vacant roster spot for the player's eligible
position. If a player is officially listed on the disabled list Sportsline Fantasy Baseball a player may be chosen from the
available players. If the injured player returns, the owner may replace a player on the roster with the returning player, at
any currently eligible position. Failure to reclaim the player by the next week is to waive rights to the player.

Playoff teams may make roster moves during the playoffs, but no trades.  Playoff teams are awarded no extra
transactions, and must are limited to the number of transactions that remain from the second split.

There are 2 periods of free transactions during the season. The first, begins on the Tuesday in week 11 of the first split, at
midnight, and ends at 10am the following Monday. During this period, an owner may make any transactions and may
switch player positions, based upon player eligibility for the second split.(See PLAYER ELIGIBILITY)The second free
transaction period is the week of the MLB All Star game, using the same timeframe, Tuesday Midnight to 10am Monday.

(ADDED 3/2005) There is one free transaction period prior to the start of the season.  Once the draft has been completed,
and the players have been input, the commissioner will announce an opening to the free agency transactions via the
league website.  A date and time will be announced for the opening of free agency transactions, and all transactions will
be processed in first come first served order with the following exceptions:

1) The transactions must be legal.  Illegal moves will be immediately rejected, which may allow another owner to get the
player in question.  Possible reasons for rejected transactions: Attempting the acquire a player for an ineligible
position, not having transactions, not indicating which player will be dropped, i.e., no room on the roster, not having
paid for the league fee by start of season, etc.

2) The commissioner will be limited from free agent pickups in the following 2 situations: during the first 5 minutes of the
start of “open season” on free agency, (to give others a chance to go first) and for a released player for the first 24
hours upon release of a player for any team other than his own.

TRADES: Owners may trade players at a cost of one transaction per team. Any number of players may be switched in a
trade. The trade deadline is week 9 of each split, and it lasts until the end of the split. There is no trading allowed during
the playoffs.

Draft picks for the NEXT year ONLY may be offered as trade compensation. If an owner has a vacant roster spot due to a
trade, he must fill it in the usual way, via Free Agency, etc.


